
FAST LANE

Biography


Fast Lane is an outstanding metal trio, that boasts a ton of experience and 
an unconventional raw power coupled with pure creativity. Their roots can be 
traced back to the good old days (Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple and Jimi 
Hendrix).


In the early days Fast Lane produced a CD called “First Exit” with 5 original  
songs. Sales topped 5,000 copies and they enjoyed a successful tour. The 
band started to believe in themselves. Next, a Demo landed on the desk of 
Reality Entertainment. Fast Lane were given the opportunity to make a 
record with the legendary rock producer, Warren Croyle.


“Planet Earth” was recorded at NewSound Studio, Pfaffikon SZ. The Album 
was released in Switzerland couple of months before 9/11 

(Planet Earth – Solara, Reality Entertainment, Edel/Phonag).


The “Planet Earth” video was played on VIVA throughout that memorable 
day in history along with songs like I Know You Know, Talk About and Frozen.

They also enjoyed several TV and Radio appearances including SF’s 
Weekend Music with Dani Beck and One-Hour Rock Special on DRS lll.


Fast Lane had a deal with Nuclear Blast Germany. The release was 
impossible after the events of 9/11, the music industry declined and the 
band found themselves at their own ground zero.

Since then they produced a further 3 CDs which were sold during live tours.


Metal Rock – this is how Fast Lane describe their music. It’s rough, straight & 
honest. Check it out for your self.


CURRENT ALBUM

Tools of Intelligence 
All songs written by Pezzo & Alex | Produced by Pezzo 

Recorded at RR, Daylight Studios, Basel & Sourmash Studio, Switzerland.

Vocals recorded by Tom Jackson.

Mixed by Spike Streefkerk @ Waters Edge Studios Munich, Germany & Dave 
Snow @ Sourmash Studio, Switzerland.

Mastered by Dave Collins, Los Angeles, USA.


MUSIC STYLE

Metal / Rock


http://fastlane.ch/media/music/


THE BAND

	 •	 Pezzo – lead vocal, guitars
       
	 •	 Alex – bass, vocal
       
	 •	 Chris – drums
       

CONTACT

Website: 	 fastlane.ch  
Facebook: 	facebook.com/fastlanerock

Twitter: 	 twitter.com/fastlanerock

YouTube: 	 youtube.com/user/pezzolane/videos


INDUSTRY COMMENTS

Warren Croyle / Reality Entertainment USA / Producer:

Fast Lane’s music fits into the big picture of how a great Rock Band should 
be. The potential of the guys is unlimited. Great tracks! 

Tom Jackson / Producer, Songwriter:

Straight ahead, punchy, over the top music! 

Dave Collins / Mastering Engineer:

Honest rock!
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